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About Storm Jonas 

In January of 2016, New York City was brought to a stand still
as Storm Jonas dumped 30.5 inches of snow over the five 
boroughs. Like most cases where Mother Nature unleashes her 
fury, utilities are often put in crisis mode to prepare for the 
unexpected so their customers remain informed, safe and 
taken care of. “Unforeseen circumstances” make it even more 
important for utilities to be proactive over social–rather than
reactive, especially when considering disruptions to services. 
Utilities must embrace a #SocialFirst™ approach. 

Con Edison is NYC’s preferred #SocialFirst™ electricity provider
and they did everything they could to prepare for the incoming 
snowpocalypse. 

 4th largest snowstorm to the North East in last 60 years.

A�ected 103 million Americans with 36” of snow falling
on the northeast

More than 13,000 flights were cancelled as a result 

™



#Challenges

The Social Maturity Journey

#Solutions

Dealing with increased volumes: Much like the clean up e�ort, 
Con Edison experienced an even greater increase in volumes after
Storm Jonas; mostly due to manhole fires and other consequences
of the melting snow and salt.

Being proactive, not reactive: Con Edison is consistently
looking for ways to proactively educate and provide information
to their customers; and communicate with them through 
the channel they prefer.

Remaining human regardless of team size: Con Edison is 
approaching a more welcoming, casual tone on Social. They
take advantage of opportunities to participate in light hearted 
engagement, while still maintaining a high level of professionalism. 

 Diversified Agent Training
Since implementing Conversocial, Con Edison are now more 
prepared for volume surges, especially at a time of crisis. 
With a built-in approval process, they have scaled their team of 
Customer Service Representatives (CSRs), bringing their team 
from 3 to 5 members for daytime coverage, while mixing the 
need for supervisors. 

Proactive Twitter Search
Con Edison uses Conversocial's Proactive Twitter search to pull in 
conversations that don't directly mention the brand handle (ConEd, 
Consolidated Edison etc). This provides an early warning system, 
allowing Con Edison to tune into sentiment and chatter around 
gas leaks, outages and blackouts. Resulting in a proactive approach 
to informing customers in a�ected areas.

Real-time Resolution
Conversocial’s priority keyword list allows Con Edison to prioritize
conversations needing an immediate response. Paired with 
e�cient workflow and resolution management, this allows 
Con Edison's CSRs to escalate Social originating outage reports 
to internal and ground teams quickly.

www.conversocial.com | @conversocial2

About Con Edison
One of the largest 
investor-owned energy 
companies in the United 
States, Con Edison provides
electric service in New York
City (except for a small area 
of Queens), and most of 
Westchester County.



“Social media is an e�cient and e�ective tool that helps us assist
our customers. During emergencies, we proactively o�er customers 
information, safety tips and keep them updated on restoration e�orts. 
This increases trust and transparency in our brand and enhances 
the customer's experience.” 

#Results

Average Handling Time approx. 8 minutes (a 42% decrease 
from before the storm).

First Response Time was 17 minutes (a decrease of 77% from 
the period before). A team spread out between three di�erent 
locations coordinated and collaborated to provide speedy service
in one of the most densely populated cities in the US.

During the height of the storm, power outage was the most 
common Customer Service Issue that their online team 
received. Sentiment tracking revealed that out of the power 
outage conversations that started negative, Con Edison was 
able to convert 50% into positive. 

An increase in inbound conversation volume of 172%, and 
120% of outgoing responses.
 

Increase in inbound conversations

Average Handling Time

8 min

42% Decrease before the storm

172%

Increase in outgoing responses120%

- Michael Falanga, Customer Assistance Section Manager
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